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Chapter

Dual-Band Resonator Designs for Near-Field Wireless Energy Transfer Applications

Lai Ly Pon, Mohamed Himdi, Sharul Kamal Abdul Rahim and Chee Yen Leow

Abstract

Dual-band near-field wireless energy transfer (WET) designs outweigh single-band system with regard to either concurrent energy and data transfer or multiple wireless charging standard functionalities. There are two major approaches in resonator designs, namely, multi-coil and single-coil. This chapter presents a review on design constraints for each design approach and rectification techniques available in counteracting impediments of dual-band near-field WET systems. Challenges pertinent to link design are discussed primarily followed by methods implemented to mitigate detrimental impact on performance metrics. Front-end dual-band resonator design methods are accentuated in this chapter in lieu of end-to-end WET system. This is envisioned to offer insights for designers contemplating on design modes or developing ways to facilitate a boost in rectification options currently available.
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1. Introduction

The concept of electrical energy propagation with physical interconnection eradication spearheaded by Nikola Tesla has been adapted into diverse low- and high-power wireless energy transfer (WET) applications ranging from wireless charging for consumer electronics to electric vehicles. The massive landscape of consumer electronics has expanded toward healthcare, wellness, and fitness apart from the indispensable smartphones that have become such an integral part of one’s daily life. Enhancement on quality of life reaches beyond patients who are dependent on implanted medical devices with healthcare monitoring devices for elderly and disabled communities. Keeping track with one’s physical location, activity, and fitness regime is empowered by smart wearables [1]. However, data accumulated from monitoring of heart pacing or metabolic activities require appropriate transmission for further analysis or backup and storage. As such, simultaneous power and data transfer without any physical interconnections such as cables turn out to be an alternative option made possible with the forthcoming fifth generation (5G) technology. Ubiquitous integration of hardware compatibility to support wireless charging for all smart devices is foreseeable.
Provision of more than one frequency band is enabled by resonator which is intended for several functions either concurrent power and data transfer or concurrent wireless charging at multiple standards. At present, there are two principal standards for wireless charging of consumer electronics specifically smartphones. The Wireless Power Consortium, otherwise known as Qi, is one of the leading wireless charging standards operating in low-frequency (LF) band, 110–205 kHz \[2\]. AirFuel Alliance is the merger between Power Matters Alliance (PMA) and the Alliance for Wireless Power (A4WP, also known as Rezence) \[3\]. A4WP employs magnetic resonance coupling technique operating at 6.78 MHz \[4\], while both Qi and PMA engage in inductive charging technique. The range of PMA’s operating frequency is from 277 to 357 kHz \[5\]. Nonetheless, unlicensed industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands of up to 13.56 MHz are commonly selected to be the operating frequency for both inductive and magnetic resonant techniques in the current research community \[6\].

This chapter commences with challenges in relation to dual-band near-field WET design and the corresponding key performance metrics followed by design approaches and rectification techniques currently employed to alleviate the adverse effects on performance metrics with the intention of providing insights for designers in deciding and further enhancing current rectification options available in the design of dual-band near-field resonators. This framework, however, solely pertains to front-end resonator designs excluding end-to-end scope of near-field WET systems.

2. Impediments of dual-band near-field wireless energy transfer resonator designs

For a single-band near-field WET resonator design, designers delve into achieving maximum power transfer efficiency (PTE) between a pair of coupled resonators by designing the highest possible quality factor \((Q\)-factor\). However, there is an apparent complexity for designing resonators operating in more than one frequency band. PTE for either one of the frequency bands tends to surpass its counterpart. As such, concurrent capitalization on PTE for both frequency bands, \(f_1\) and \(f_2\), remains as one of the ultimate challenges.

Another concern is the inversely proportionate relation between \(Q\)-factor and bandwidth. Increasing PTE of the affected frequency band is feasible by developing resonators with enhanced \(Q\)-factor. This comes at the expense of higher bandwidth which is pivotal especially for resonators aiming for concomitant power and data transfer functionalities as portrayed in Figure 1. PTE for \(f_1\) is higher with improved \(Q\)-factor than \(f_2\) but falls behind in terms of bandwidth since it is constrained by \(Q\)-factor. On the other hand, redesigning higher \(Q\)-factor resonator in contemplation of attaining improved PTE at \(f_2\) unfortunately leads to bandwidth degradation. As such, there is always a dilemma between achieving PTE equilibrium for \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) and maximum PTE and bandwidth for each frequency bands.

Imperfect positioning of loop resonator is yet another impairment of WET system which impacts its performance metrics specifically coupling coefficient, \(k\), and PTE \[7\–9\]. Strict adherence toward perfect alignment between a pair of loop resonator in assuring maximum transfer efficiency is seemingly impossible in practical sense because of misalignment be it planar, lateral, or angular frequently supervened \[10\]. Referring to Figure 2, planar displacement refers to the angle of rotation \(\varphi\) when both centers are axially aligned. Separated at a fixed axial distance, \(z\), the center of receiving loop resonators is shifted by a distance, \(ax\), known as
horizontal lateral displacement, while \( ay \) is referred as vertical lateral displacement. The occurrence of simultaneous planar and the respective lateral displacements are visualized by \( ax \) with either \( ax \) or \( ay \) offsets. Angular displacement occurs when the plane of receiving loop resonator is being tilted by an angle \( \theta \) [11]. Similarly, the consequences of displacement should be taken into consideration in the design of dual-band coupled resonators.
3. Performance metrics

Figure-of-merit (FOM) consideration yields a comparative insight for a diverse WET system design [12]. Derivation of FOM originates from analytical expression of link transfer efficiency (PTE) based on circuit theory (CT) [13] and reflected load theory (RLT) [14] as shown in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). FOM is reliant on coupling coefficient, $k$, and $Q$-factor parameters which are derived from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). Proportional relationship is shared between coupling coefficient, $k$, and mutual inductance, $M$, with an inverse correlation shared between the latter and product of square root of transmitting and receiving self-inductances, $L_{1,2}$. $Q$-factor, $Q_{1,2}$, is proportional to angular frequency, $\omega$, and self-inductances but inversely proportional to transmitting and receiving resistances, $R_{1,2}$.

\[
PTE = FOM \left( 1 + (1 + FOM)^{0.5} \right)^{-1}
\]

\[
FOM = k^2 Q_1 Q_2
\]

\[
k = M(L_1 L_2)^{-0.5}
\]

\[
Q_{1,2} = \omega L_{1,2} (R_{1,2})^{-1}
\]

Performance metrics that are commonly used are power transfer efficiency, $Q$-factor, and coupling coefficient. As discussed in Section 2, PTE and $Q$-factor share a positive correlation which is further validated from Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Nevertheless, optimum coupling coefficient is often desirable in maximizing PTE. Since $k$ is dependent on $M$ and $M$ is negatively correlated to transfer distance, $z$, a cautionary reminder is to ensure optimum transfer distance between transmitting and receiving resonators. This is validated with subsequent Equations [15] that reveal the correlation between $M$, $z$, and $k$ [16]. $M_{ij}$ indicates partial mutual inductance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOM</th>
<th>Concerned parameters</th>
<th>Dual-band</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k^2 Q_1 Q_2$</td>
<td>Coupling coefficient, $Q$-factor transmitting, receiving resonator [12]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Independent optimization of $k$ and $Q$ parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PTE_{P_1(V_s)}^{-2}$</td>
<td>Transfer efficiency, load power, and voltage source [17]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Take into account of transfer efficiency and power delivered to load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PTE_{(A_{RX})^{-1.5}}$</td>
<td>Transfer efficiency, transfer distance, and area of receiver [18, 19]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Equitable assessment between various transfer distance and geometry designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PTE_{(d_{TX})^{-1}}$</td>
<td>Transfer efficiency, transfer distance, and outermost side length [20]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Take into account of transfer distance and outermost side lengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PTE_{(A)^{-0.5}}$</td>
<td>Transfer efficiency, transfer distance, and area [21]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Equitable assessment between various transfer distance and geometry designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PTE_{(d_{TX} \times d_{RX})^{-0.5}}$</td>
<td>Transfer efficiency, transfer distance, and outermost side lengths of transmitter and receiver [22]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Equitable assessment between various transfer distance and asymmetrical pair of resonators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PTE_{(A)^{-0.5}}$</td>
<td>Transfer efficiency, transfer distance, and area [23, 24]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Equitable assessment between various transfer distance and geometry designs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Figure-of-merits (FOM).
between each two turns on a pair of loops with turn radii, \( r_i \) and \( r_j \), \( \mu \) and \( n_{1,2} \) represent conductor permeability and number of loops’ turns, while \( \rho \) is the factor which is dependent on loop profile. K and E refer to complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind:

\[
M_{ij} = 2\mu(r_i r_j)^{0.5} \rho^{-1} \left[ (1 - 0.5\rho^2)K(\rho) - E(\rho) \right]
\]

\[
\rho = 2(r_i r_j)^{0.5} \left[ (r_i + r_j)^2 + \gamma^2 \right]^{-0.5}
\]

\[
M = \rho \sum_{i=1}^{n_1} \sum_{j=1}^{n_2} M_{ij}(r_i, r_j, z)
\]

Other FOMs used as performance quantification are summarized in Table 1.

4. Frequency selection

There are accompanying implications with the choice of operating frequency on WET links. With higher frequency, the manifestation of eddy currents results in a nonuniformly distributed current density in conductive trace. The probability of current flowing toward the surface of a conductor known as skin effect amplifies alternate current resistance followed by power and heat dissipations [25]. Proximity effect is yet another dilemma of nonuniform current distribution due to current crowding on the inner loop edge caused by nearby conductive traces or layers [26]. On the contrary, current density is uniformly distributed at lower frequency in which eddy current effects are negligible. As such, feasibility of achieving higher power transfer efficiency is established with lower operating frequency at kHz than higher operating frequency at MHz at the expense of transfer range extension and reduced displacement sensitivity [27].

For dual-band WET links, the ratio between frequencies selected is equally important since it is proportional to the transfer efficiency variance between \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) [28]. Additionally, selecting a larger ratio between frequencies with both power and data being transmitted at significantly lower and higher operating frequency bands turns out to be one of the isolation options available in curbing interference [23]. Table 2 summarizes frequency selections opted for dual-band resonator designs. For example, variance of PTE between kHz and MHz frequencies is larger
than MHz frequencies with reduced ratio of $f_2$ to $f_1$. However, research work demonstrated in [29] reports on reduced PTE variance with higher frequency ratio by implementing other rectification techniques which will be discussed in subsequent sections. In general, it is observed that there is higher probability of concurrently capitalizing PTE for both frequencies by designing resonators with lowest possible ratio of $f_2$ to $f_1$.

5. Design approaches

Multi-coil [31, 32, 39–42] and single-coil [34, 43, 44] are two predominant strategies in designing dual-band near-field coupled resonators for WET links. Each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Single-coil</th>
<th>Multi-coil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-coupling</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometrical area for resonators</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent transfer efficiency</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Increased possibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capitalization for both frequencies</td>
<td>• Dual-band TX and dual-band RX resonators</td>
<td>• Dual-band TX and single-band RX resonators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dual-band TX and single-band RX resonators</td>
<td>• Dual-band TX and single-band RX resonators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparisons of design approaches for dual-band near-field WET resonator.

Figure 3. Summary of rectification techniques for dual-band near-field WET resonator.
design approach comes with their respective strengths and weaknesses which deserved appropriate assessment as tabulated in Table 3. Single-coil approach is preferred owing to minimum cross-coupling as compared to multi-coil [34]. Even though designing two separate coils in multi-coil approach necessitate more geometrical area, there is a greater potential in exploiting highest possible transfer efficiency at two different frequencies in a single transmitter as it allows independent selection of inductance and quality factor [31].

Apart from deciding on the type of design approach to engage with, dual-band support configuration ought to be determined as well. Applicable configurations [28] involve designing either identical support mode as in dual-band transmitter (TX) and dual-band receiver (RX) or nonidentical support mode as in dual-band transmitter and single-band receivers. Bearing in mind that there is no superior design approach, rectification techniques employed address the respective shortcomings. Referring to Figure 3, rectification techniques for dual-band resonator designs which will be discussed in the following subsections encompass aspects relating to resonator design, resonator configuration, and impedance transformation network.

6. Rectification techniques

6.1 Resonator design

There is a penchant in designing printed spiral coils which encompassed conductive trace etched on dielectric substrates over conventional solenoid coils owing to lightweight and compactness features apart from having privilege of freedom in geometrical optimization [45] and conformity capability on malleable substrates [46] as compared to its predecessor. Equivalent series resistance (ESR) and substrate’s dielectric losses are commonly contemplated to boost $Q$-factor of loop resonator designed [47] since the performance metric indicator, $kQ$, product can be derived from impedance matrix components given by [48]:

$$kQ = |Z_{21}| \text{ESR}^{-1}$$

(8)

where ESR = $\left(\frac{R_{11}R_{22}}{C_{0}} - (R_{12}R_{21})\right)^{0.5}$ for two-port system. Despite the fact that higher inductance could be acquired by increasing number of turns, ESR is not exempted. Direct current (DC) and alternate current (AC) resistances are components of ESR for a loop resonator. Hence, it is obligatory to exercise caution in geometrical layout alteration specifically number of turns, $n$, conductor width, $w_c$, and spacing between conductor trace, $s_c$. Figure 4 illustrates comparison between a conventional layout of spiral resonator with uniform distribution of $w_c$ and $s_c$ and nonuniform layout refinement between each loop turns.

By designing inconstant conductor width distributions and spatial distributions, $Q$-factor enhancement is attained in double-layer printed spiral resonator [49], printed circular resonator [50], and stacked multilayer printed spiral resonator [51]. This is made possible as losses induced by eddy current are hindered with designs that involve gradual decrement of conductive trace widths from the outermost loop to the innermost loop unlike conventional constant width for all loops. It is worth keeping in mind that designing larger constant conductor width for all turns and smaller constant spacing between adjacent conductor trace will only reinforce the total resistance [53]. However, ensuring ratio between conductor width and spacing to be relatively small aids in the reduction of proximity effects [54].
As such, geometrical layout refinement validated in performance enhancement for single-band resonator designs [55–58] can be adopted in resonators designed to operate at more than one frequency band. In [36], multi-coil approach with meticulous geometrical manipulation yields a nonuniform conductor widths and spacing between conductor trace of spiral resonators, collocating in a single-layer substrate. Combined with independent impedance transformation network, which will be covered in ensuing subsection, this leads to minimum transfer efficiency variation between both frequencies.

The prevailing shapes for loop resonator design are circular and square. Nevertheless, there is an upsurge research trend in venturing into other types of resonators with diverse and irregular shapes such as defected ground structure (DGS). DGS resonator designs offer yet another miniaturization technique without forgoing WET performance especially high $Q$-factor such as circular DGS [23], interlaced DGS [24], C-shaped DGS [33], and bow-tie DGS [38]. However, the lowest frequency for all these designs hitherto is 300 MHz with ratio between frequency bands of not more than 3.

6.2 Resonator configuration

Transfer range deficiency associated with conventional two elements of single-band WET system architecture steers toward the adoption of supplementary elements such as the inclusion of repeaters or relay resonators in between source and load as depicted in Figure 5. Hence, sequence of four-coil strongly coupled magnetic resonance (SCMR) configuration introduced in [59], namely, driver, primary, secondary, and load coils, demonstrates extended transfer distance of greater than threefold compared to the diameter of primary resonator. Generally, identical designs can be observed from the driver and load resonators aside from primary and secondary resonators for conventional SCMR configuration. Incorporating repeater as a third element rather than four-element configuration substantiates viability of transfer range extension in single-band WET system [60].

Likewise, incorporating intermediate elements such as repeater in a single-coil approach is a remedy to the predicament in achieving simultaneous high-energy transfer for dual-band as demonstrated in [28, 61]. It is worth noting that additional
repeater entails more space allocation apart from frequency splitting manifestation of either one of the frequency bands owing to strong coupling. Moreover, designers ought to take into account that transfer efficiency is greatly affected by parasitic resistance originating from repeater.

Composition and construction of resonator is a complementary technique to geometrical layout modification as well as loop and shape design. In multi-coil approach, each resonator operating at \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) can be designed either sharing similar axis or surface as illustrated in Figure 6 (i) and (ii). The latter alleviates cross-coupling, but larger geometrical area is deemed necessary [39]. Nevertheless, this can be suppressed by designing a pair of asymmetrical coaxial resonators as shown in Figure 6 (iii) whereby inductance for transmitting resonator is higher than receiving resonator. It is also inferred that optimizing power transfer foremost reduces interference between power carrier and data telemetry since improved coupling that leads to higher transfer power efficiency counterbalances interference between power and data. Further miniaturization effort is described in [24] by

Figure 5.
Resonator configurations: (i) without intermediate element; (ii) with intermediate element (repeater).

Figure 6.
Resonator configurations: (i) coaxial; (ii) coplanar; (iii) asymmetrical configuration.
designing a superimposed dual-band DGS instead of coplanar or coaxial configurations.

Furthermore, isolation techniques such as antiparallel loop structure [42] and frequency selective loop [40] structure functioning as band-pass filter have proven effective in rectifying interference caused by multi-coil mode. Band-stop filter in [31] filters’ undesired parasitic eddy current from higher frequency induced across lower frequency coil path. The design is then revised in [32] with minimization of large spacing between low and high frequency coils and discrete inductor size along with total number of inverters. With careful combination of impedance values and coil-winding track, magnitude and phase of higher frequency voltage are fine-tuned to attain nil summation of total voltage across lower frequency path. As for displacement countermeasure, constructing more than one loop in an array structure reinforces tolerance toward detrimental consequences caused by imperfect orientations between transmitting and receiving resonators [62]. Robustness toward lateral displacement with wider coverage area is validated in [31] by incorporating asymmetrical configuration technique between a pair of coupled resonators.

6.3 Impedance transformation network

Impedance transformation network functions as alleviative measures of mutual inductance disparities triggered by spatial distance or load fluctuations between near-field coupled resonators. Resonance tuning and impedance matching, also referred to as compensation network, are commonly applied as front-end resonator design before AC-DC rectification. Implementing appropriate reactive compensation is necessary toward realizing maximum power transfer efficiency at preferred resonance frequency. Figure 7 illustrates capacitive compensation topologies which can be generally categorized into symmetrical and asymmetrical compensation network (CN) for single-band near-field WET system. Single capacitive compensation commonly employed each at transmitting and receiving resonator sides encompasses series-series (S-S), parallel-parallel (P-P), series-parallel (S-P), and

Figure 7.
Symmetrical compensation network topologies: (i) series-series (S-S); (ii) parallel-parallel (P-P); (iii) series parallel-series parallel (SP-SP); (iv) parallel series-parallel series (PS-PS). Asymmetrical compensation network topologies: (v) parallel-series (P-S); (vi) series-parallel (S-P); (vii) series parallel-parallel series (SP-PS); (viii) parallel series-series parallel (PS-SP).
parallel-series (P-S). Double capacitive CN connected either in series or parallel is also known as L-match network. WET system implemented with complex conjugate matching yields other combination of CN topologies apart from these topologies such as T-match network [19] as well as hybrid T-match network of inductor and capacitors [63].

Comprehensive analysis on impedance matching is discussed in [34], which proposes single-coil mode supporting two resonant frequencies at 6.78 and 13.56 MHz thanks to two diverse impedance matching networks comprising of LC branch in series and LC tank in parallel. Unfortunately, this method is not applicable when variance between two target frequencies is considerably large particularly if one of the target frequencies originates from kHz band [31]. A way to overcome limitation of vast frequency separation is through specific coil arrangement by positioning inner lower band coil and outer higher band coil [31].

As for multi-coil approach, designers do not have to concern much on the total target frequency separation since impedance matching can be executed independently. In [42], a high and a low Q impedance matching are performed separately at two different matching distances specifically closer distance for higher transfer efficiency aimed at wireless charging. Conversely, the low Q impedance match is completed at further distance as a trade-off for higher bandwidth intended for data transfer applications.

Eq. (9) is employed in [36] before performing simultaneous conjugate matching using symmetrical double capacitive CN in order to acquire PTE equilibrium between both frequencies selected. Since the design is based on multi-coil mode, compromise should be made in selecting optimum separation distance between outermost side length of loop operating at \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). The relationship between optimal transfer distance, \( z_{op, fn} \), and outermost side length of loop, \( d_{o, f1,f2} \), at maximum excited magnetic field derived in [58] for a square spiral resonator yields:

\[
z_{op, fn} = 0.3931d_{o, fn}
\]

On the other hand, simultaneous high-energy transfer is validated in [23] for both frequency bands using a compact two circular DGS resonators with independent coupling whereby series capacitance is implemented together with single stub for matching method. Correspondingly, comparable findings are also reported in [37] by adopting single-coil approach and single CN with dual-mode printed inductor at a minimized geometrical area requirement. In contrast, DGS resonator designs executed with impedance transformation network which consists of series capacitive lumped element and single stub matching in [24, 38] are unable to acquire minimum PTE variance between frequencies, but these designs excel in terms of maximizing FOM.

7. Simulation of dual-band resonator design with multiple rectification techniques

By applying single-coil approach, Figure 8 depicts an example of dual-band printed spiral resonator simulated with full-wave electromagnetic simulator, CST Microwave Studio separated at transfer distance of 15 mm. Three rectification techniques are implemented specifically resonator design, resonator configuration, and impedance transformation network. Since dimension constrictions are of paramount concern in near-field WET system, the overall dimension of transmitting resonator is limited to 75 mm by 82.5 mm. Other parameter properties are detailed in Table 4 after optimization of parametric studies via geometrical layout tuning.
Combined with asymmetrical configuration technique, receiving resonator is designed at two-thirds of transmitting resonator’s size. Symmetrical hybrid compensation network topology which comprises of inductor and capacitors is incorporated in order to achieve simultaneous conjugate matching at 6.78 and 13.56 MHz as shown in Figure 9. LC tank is added with series-parallel capacitive compensation topology for single-coil approach. Values of optimized lumped elements are detailed in Table 5. Figure 10 shows simulated $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ plots. Despite attaining two distinct resonance frequencies at the intended $f_1$ and $f_2$, feasibility in supporting data transmission at higher frequency is affected as the corresponding $-3$ dB fractional bandwidth is unfortunately low at approximately 5%. Nevertheless, it is observed that the highest simulated PTE is realized at lower frequency, while
### Table 5.
Symmetrical hybrid compensation properties for dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{tx}$</td>
<td>4.15 $\mu$H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tx}$</td>
<td>8.5 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{stx}$</td>
<td>94.65 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{ptx}$</td>
<td>184.69 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{rx}$</td>
<td>2.25 $\mu$H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tx}$</td>
<td>4.32 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{srx}$</td>
<td>77.58 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{prx}$</td>
<td>269.10 pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10.
Simulated S-parameter plots of dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil approach.

Figure 11.
Simulated power transfer efficiency plot of dual-band printed spiral resonator design adopting single-coil approach.
minimum variation of PTEs is preserved as depicted in Figure 11. Positioned at perfect alignment, PTE for each frequency is 90.11 and 80.56% at 6.78 and 13.56 MHz, respectively. Variation of PTEs at 9.55% is satisfactory considering ratio between frequencies is significantly small at only two for single-coil approach.

8. Conclusions

Constraints of dual-band near-field wireless energy transfer links are presented. Front-end mitigation techniques in sustaining acceptable performance metrics for dual-band WET system are reviewed. Accomplishment of satisfactory transfer efficiency at a relevant axial distance regardless of resonance frequencies preferred is imperative besides having resilience against coupling variations and displacement offset from ideal orientation. Deciding on the design approaches conveyed above is narrowed down to either meeting specifications of transfer efficiency proportionality between selected frequencies or sufficient energy and data transfer capability. As such, precautionary steps should be undertaken in determining technique adoption in an effort to strike a balance between performance goals, design complexity, and physical and budgetary restraints. All the aforementioned techniques discussed in this chapter serve as a benchmark or recommended framework for designers’ discretion.
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Appendixes and nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f_{1,2}$</td>
<td>frequency 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>coupling coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ar$</td>
<td>planar displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ax$</td>
<td>horizontal lateral displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ay$</td>
<td>vertical lateral displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>angular displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>transfer distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Symbol | Parameter
---|---
z_{op,fn} | optimal transfer distance
Q_{1,2} | Q-factor transmitting or receiving resonator
M | mutual inductance
L_{1,2} | inductance of transmitting or receiving resonator
P_{L} | load power
V_{s} | voltage source
A_{RX} | area, area of receiving resonator
d_{os,tx,0,rx} | outermost side lengths of transmitting or receiving resonator
d_{is,tx,1,rx} | innermost side length of transmitting or receiving resonator
n | turns
w_{c} | conductor’s width
w_{oc,tx} | outermost conductor’s width of transmitting resonator
w_{ic,tx} | innermost conductor’s width of transmitting resonator
s_{c} | conductor’s spacing
s_{oc,tx} | outermost conductor’s spacing of transmitting resonator
s_{ic,tx} | innermost conductor’s spacing of transmitting resonator
T_{s} | substrate thickness
t_{c} | conductor thickness
L_{tx,rx} | simulated inductor at transmitting or receiving resonator
C_{tx,rx} | simulated capacitor at transmitting or receiving resonator
C_{stx,srx} | simulated series capacitor at transmitting or receiving resonator
C_{ptx,prx} | simulated parallel capacitor at transmitting or receiving resonator
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